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 The word ereb (evening) consists of 3 Hebrew letters: 
Ayin, Resh, Beit – and it looks like  this:

Be aware:  Hebrew is read from right to left, the opposite of English.  

This word – ereb - is used 136 times in 129 verses in the Hebrew 
Concordance of the KJV.

Personally I equate the level of importance on this word, equal to 
oxygen.  
No, I am not exaggerating here.  It really is that important.

Strong’s Concordance has given the number of H6153, 

and it seems everyone has accepted that designation.  
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Two

types of 

darkness 

on the 

first day?
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Let’s examine verse 4 first as it sets the foundation for 
this interesting word <ereb>:

Gen 1:4  And [Yahuah] saw the lightH216 that it was 
good, and [Yahuah] divided between the 

lightH216 [owr] and the darknessH2822

[choshek].
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Gen 1:4  And [Yahuah] saw the lightH216 that it was good, 
and [Yahuah] divided between the lightH216 [owr] and 
the darknessH2822 [choshek].

Note carefully that Yahuah divided the 
light (owr) and the darkness (choshek).

➢ This (choshek) darknessH2822 is first mentioned in 
Gen 1:2.  

Yahuah’s perfect creation – EARTH -
"a very chaotic and contaminated atmosphere" far from 
Yahuah's original design.  
Yet provision for this “destructive component" was made by 
Yahuah due to events that had happened in heaven which 
resulted in this very momentous high impact event. 
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Upon this division between lightH216 and 

darknessH2822 in verse 4, another identity 

is brought forth called: <layilH3915>. 

Gen 1:5a  And [Yahuah] called the lightH216 Day, 

and the darknessH2822 [choshek] 

he called NightH3915, [layil] … 

This <layilH3915> is likened to the 

night darkness we see during our 

Night Season today.  
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Note carefully that we have seen 3 separate 
UNITS given at this point in Day 1 of creation.  
They are: 

1. lightH216

2. darknessH2822 (chaotic contaminated atmosphere) 

3. darknessH3915 (night)  (3rd Unit)

Gen 1:5a  And [Yahuah] called the lightH216 Day, 

and the darknessH2822 [choshek] 

he called NightH3915 [layil] … 

Note: The choshek darkness is also a part of our cycles 
(increasingly so in these latter times). 

We will not be concentrating on the choshek darkness 
(in this study) for that is another topic altogether. 
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In Gen 1:4 & 5, there are a total of 5 UNITS named by Yahuah as 
being fully part of the first cycle of the week.

Having already identified 3 UNITS of the 24 hour cycle, we need to look 
closely at “the last part” of Genesis 1:5 to identify the last 2 UNITS.

Gen 1:5  And [Yahuah] called the light Day, 
and the darkness he called Night,
and there was evening [ereb] 
and there was morning, [boqer] the first day. 

Here we see the last two UNITS:  ereb (evening)  and boqer (morning).  
Another generic term for both evening and morning is twilight.

This is the final list of 5 UNITS for Day 1 of Creation: 
1. lightH216

2. darknessH2822 (chaotic heavily contaminated atmosphere)   

3. darknessH3915 (night)  (3rd Identity)

4. erebH6153 (evening)  

5. boqerH1242 (morning)  
(Boqer is not discussed until another study.)

Compare 

with Isa 45:18.
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Gen 1:5  And [Yahuah] called the lightH216 Day, 
and the darknessH2822 he called H3915

Perhaps you have noticed on Day 1 of Creation, the word 
“darkness” is listed with two different Hebrew word numbers as:  

a. darkness - choshekH2822

b. H3915

Why does Yahuah apply two different units with the same “word” 
to one phase of this cycle?  

Answer:  Yes, to us it could be confusion.  However, in Hebrew, 
H2822 & H3915 are two very different words, with two very 
different meanings.  Therefore this area needs more clarification 
because there is a lack of word choices when translating from one 
language to another – especially Hebrew to English.
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Gen 1:5  And [Yahuah] called the light Day, 

and the darkness he called 

There is no need for confusion between these two Hebrew word 

numbers that have the same word of “darkness” in the English 

language.  They have completely different word definitions.   

a. choshekH2822 (darkness) is basically a chaotic 

contaminated atmosphere that came about due to a 

disastrous event which happened between vss 1 and 2.  

In simple terms, this “H2822 (choshek) darkness” 

needed cleansing to establish the unit Yahuah calls: 

b. LayilH3915 - or what we now call 
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Gen 1:5  And [Yahuah] called the light Day, 
and the darkness he called 

In the first part of Gen 1:5, the Light Season that is 
named “DAY” is direct light – or for us today – actual 
direct SUNlight when the sun is above the horizon.

Darkness (night-H3915) is the total absence of LIGHT -
or for us today the total absence of “SUNlight.”  

So what are these other two identities: 

ereb and boqer [twilights]?
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The reason for this study is because some feel the two units 
of – ereb and boqer – (or twilights) have nothing in common 
with the Light Season.  

Question:  Do these twilights of – ereb and boqer – HAVE 
ANYTHING IN COMMON with the Light Season where there is 
direct sunlight?  For clarification, direct sunlight is … when 
the sun is above the horizon.  

 Because of these questions, we must examine some 
Hebrew definitions to arrive at concrete conclusions. 

 Our concentration will be on the word – ereb.  

 Unlike the word “darkness” the definitions for ereb are 
tied directly to boqer!

 Because Strong’s is so common, let’s start looking at 
H6153, where the root word is declared to be H6150.  
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H6150 ברע ereb – with 6148 through the idea of covering, 

with a texture; to grow dusky at sundown:  be darkened 

(toward) evening.

H6151 ברע ereb – to commingle; - mingle (self) mix, 

H6153 ברע ereb – from 6150 dusk: -+day, even(ing), tide),  

night

H6151 ברע ereb – from 6148 the web (or transverse 

threads of cloth); also a mixture,(or mongrel race) Arabia, 

mingled people, mixed (multitude), woof. 

Note:  the base theme of this word is: 
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Light  Season

Rabbinical 1st

ereb (evening)

26

DAWN

mixture

Dusk

mixture
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2.  Foreigners, strangers, hence foreign kings 
who made alliance with the Israelites. 

Note:  On the #2 definition, we see once more the 
theme of a mixture/mingling.  
I find the comment made about the Pharisees and
Rabbinist’s concept of the ereb evening beginning at 
noon, extremely interesting to say the least. 

I will comment by asking a question.

Yahuah named the time of direct sunlight -
(light/day).  

Yahuah’s Throne 
Yahuah’s declaration

as “evening”??

By the first usage in the Scriptures, 
the “afternoon evening” 
does not align to any Divine example!
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?



DAWN

mixture
Direct Sun light Rays Night Season

Dusk

mixture
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1st Light 

Season
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of the 

previous 24 

hour cycle!

DAY ONE 

FINALIZED!!!
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 Not one “day” can begin with evening <ereb> because the 

evening contains “light” received from the Day Season. 

It is impossible for 

evening to begin any “new day”

because “light” 

 LIGHT begins everything.  Have you noticed that Yahuah

does not even mention the sun, neither in rising nor in 

setting for the 1st day of creation? Why?

 Because, the sunLIGHT could not begin the “day” until it 

was commanded too.  But, from the beginning, the 

“evening unit” always belonged to the “Light Season” 

because it has the mixing of “light” with the “night.” 
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Yahuah
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